
 

 

Sunday – January 6, 2013 
 
 

Heart to Heart…   
      
 
     We have begun our new year. So many make their resolutions but we need to go beyond that. We are 
in Christ, not in the world! We need to reflect and evaluate our previous year and see if we have made 
progress spiritually. That’s where all things are true and real. 
 
     We are all aging naturally and with that natural age comes changes. But that’s not the same as 
spiritual. We need to be able to see that each year, each month we are growing more and more into the 
image of Christ by the renewing of our minds. If we are not growing more into the likeness of Jesus, the 
previous year(s) are wasted! 
 
     The door to growing spiritually, changing more and more into the likeness of Jesus is wide open for 
each of us (II Peter 1:3). The door for peace in our lives and grace to overcome and to move forward can 
be multiplied which means our spiritual growth is not hindered except by us! This grace and peace and 
everything that pertains to life and godliness are given by God but only by us coming to a true 
knowledge of how God operates and lives. Too many have knowledge of how they think God is but not 
a true knowledge of how He truly is! None of us will ever have a full understanding of God because He 
is so much greater. That’s why we need to allow Him to tell us and we need to heed and listen to gain 
true knowledge. 
 
     Why are we lacking in our spiritual growth? Because we forget what it means to be forgiven and 
purified from our sins (II Peter 1:9). Forgiveness of sins is not a statement of religion but a fact of faith 
from heaven that should motivate us to grab hold of the things of God to affect our thinking and daily 
walk. 
 
     What are we going to do in our lives from today? “Therefore, brethren, be all the more diligent to 
make certain about His calling and choosing you; for as long as you practice these things, you will 
never stumble.” (II Peter 1:10) Be diligent! Put your efforts toward the Lord in “these things”! And 
what are “these things” we are to be diligent about? Apply all diligence in your faith and strive for 
moral excellence (II Peter 1:5). Moral excellence is doing right in all situations! Some versions say 
“virtue”. One can’t ignore sin in their lives and ever understand the true knowledge of God. Moral 
excellence will bring us into knowledge, to gain insight what God approves and what He doesn’t. Being 
diligent in our faith should reach for self-control rather than just do what you feel or please at the 
moment. In other words, don’t be so quick to do things in the moment. Being diligent in faith means you 
supply perseverance. Learn how to endure situations with a proper attitude. In our faith, we are to reach 
for godliness. Godliness is a deeper level of right and wrong. Stop getting carried away by things around 
us and have some sacredness in the way you live your life! Being diligent in your faith reaches for 
brotherly kindness. You need to realize everyone in the church is your brother/sister. We should be kind 
and not harsh and condemning. Jesus claims them! Finally in your faith supply love: a genuine sacrifice 
for the sake of others. (II Peter 1:5-7) These are the qualities to strive for in our faith and when one stops 



striving for each of these in their lives; they have forgotten what it means to be forgiven!  Just look at 
your life at this moment. Are you as “fired up” to follow the Lord now as the day you entered Him? 
Does worship thrill you where you can’t wait to honor God with His people? Do you get excited about 
drawing near to Him? 
 
     We do need to make certain about His calling and choosing us and the way we do that is to supply 
each of these in our lives. Just a final thought: each of these faith builders work off of each other. They 
are steps from one to another. One cannot get to brotherly love and love until the other elements are 
supplied before it! You can’t love your brother until you change into the likeness of Jesus! Think about 
it!!! 

                  
Brent 


